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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2016096739A1] The invention relates to a magnetic fastening for fixing and holding objects, such as bathing articles or shampoo bottles
(9) to supporting walls (4), such as glass panes or shower walls, in particular in living or bathing areas, in which a magnetic carrier strip (2) and
fixing and holding magnets (3, 5) are combined to form a magnetic carrier (7), and are in a magnetic self-adhesive connection with a magnetic self-
adhesive holder to be arranged on the other side of the supporting wall (7). The invention further relates to a magnetic self-adhesive holder (6) for
fastening objects to a magnetic carrier (7) or to another, correspondingly suitable, ferromagnetic surface, which has a magnetic pad or magnetic
patch (11), a holding dish (13) for magnetic disks (5), and a contact form (12) for fastening and fixing objects (9). The magnetic fastening can also
be used for fixing or holding objects (9) on mirror surfaces or tiled walls (4), wherein the fixing of a magnetic carrier (7) to tiled walls (4) or mirror
surfaces (4) is then carried out by means of a self-adhesive layer or by means of fixed installation under plaster or tiles.
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